ENCA comments on the Future of Codex. Part 3 Model for Future Codex Work

IBFAN and ENCA comments on PART1 of the Consultation.

1. With regard to the four meeting formats presented in Table 1, are there any additional strengths or weaknesses of the meeting formats that should be highlighted?
2. b) From your perspective as a Member country or Observer is there a particular meeting format that is most effective in terms of time, cost and efficiency? Please provide the rationale for your answer noting that more than one option may be selected. Please also indicate the resource implications for you with regards with the four meeting formats, i.e. in-person only, virtual only, in-person with webcast, in-person with possibility of virtual interventions.
3. c) Are the core values of Codex, transparency, inclusiveness, collaboration, and consensus-building guaranteed by the four meeting formats described? Do you have any concerns that would need to be addressed with regard to using a particular format for a Codex meeting?
4. d) Are there other meeting formats that should be considered?
5. e) How can we continue to improve inter-session working mechanisms to ensure they provide a good basis for the work of Codex committee meetings?
6. f) Are there other key issues that need to be considered in developing the model for Codex work that will ensure its efficiency and effectiveness in the coming years?
7. The underlying question is how Codex can support the broader global goals around sustainability in the context of climate change, food systems changes and environmental challenges. It is important to promote a common understanding on the role of Codex in addressing these challenges, consistent with Article 1 of the Statutes of the Codex Alimentarius Commission.

Regarding the 4 models in Table 1 ENCA favours the 4th Option - in-person and virtual participation - as the meeting format that is most effective in terms of not only time, cost and efficiency, environmental impact and transparency.

Web-streaming: Codex meeting should not only be virtual, but also web-streamed wherever possible and uploaded for public viewing after the meetings. This is important for many reasons, including as a historical record, for transparency, accountability and for public understanding and learning. Web-streaming will become increasingly important over time for the revision, revocation and starting of standards. The absence of such analyses in 1987, led to the adoption of the Formula Up Formula Standard – an example of a bad standard that fuelled the global market for unnecessary and harmful products and led to a weakening of essential laws to protect breastfeeding.

Transparency in virtual participation. Participants must of course be properly and transparently registered. Once this is done, lead participants should be able to call on other members of the delegation to make interventions.

The need for a One Health Approach. The 4th format is most likely to safeguard the original Codex mandate to protect public health as a priority while reducing harmful impact on the environment. As stated by Dr Tedros at the opening of CAC45, Codex must as a matter of urgency, follow an “integrated, unifying approach that aims to sustainably balance and optimize the health of people, animals and ecosystems.” This means that a transformation of the global food system and the facilitation of trade for its own sake, must be considers very much a secondary objective.

Reversing resource disparities. The 4th option should also increase the presence of poorly resourced countries who are less able to send as many people to in-person meetings. The powerful exporting nations and corporations and front groups that traditionally dominate in-person Codex meetings, profit from Codex standards that fail to protect health, yet are rarely held financially responsible for the harm these standards cause. Invariably, the ‘costs’ are externalized to importing countries and families. IBFAN, ENCA and IACFO have been assured many times that the Codex Trust Fund – that seeks to address resource disparities, will remain funded by Member States, rather than by private philanthropies and commercial entities. This is important and should be written into the Procedural Manual as a point of principle.

The need for stronger Conflict of Interest and transparency safeguards. As mentioned in IBFAN’s comments on Part 1, Codex needs stronger Conflict of Interest and transparency safeguards if it is to ensure that all its meetings and decisions are based on relevant, convincing and credible evidence rather than on political or commercial expedience. Until this happens, in person Codex meetings will continue to be more problematic that virtual meetings because they are more likely to be dominated by corporations and their front groups, with deceptive names that hide their nature and commercial objectives. All too often commercial entities are
also present on government delegations, sometimes even speaking for the governments. In the 2019 CNFSDU, meeting 44% (164) of the 370 delegates represented the food and related industries, funding dinners, receptions and meetings, with 67 sitting government delegations. There were more industry than government delegates in the room. Following IBFAN ENCA and other exposures about this problem several countries have reduced commercial presence in their delegations and this has made an important difference in their statements. For true public interest observers such as IBFAN and ENCA who are not commercially financed and whose aim is purely to protect health, in person Codex meetings and the side event can be highly problematic. It is sometimes impossible to know who you are really talking to.

**Rebalance government delegations.** Aside from the presence of industry, government delegations typically contain few people from health ministries and no people from environmental ministries. Most government delegations are from Bureaux of Standards, trade and industry. This imbalance needs to be addressed if Codex is to meet today’s challenges.

**Observer statements must be reflected in the report.** To impose a ruling that observer statements should only be reflected in CRDs would severely limit the visibility and power of observer comments - especially from those advocating greater public health safeguards. Observers are usually well aware of the need for concise statements and concise reports and the need to stay focused the specific topic being discussed. This constraint would unfairly impact on Public Health NGOs. Business front group rarely say anything of substance because their work is done before and behind the scenes, through sponsorship and funding of meetings.

Over the years, IBFAN, ENCA, IACFO have often been alone in bringing specific and critically important issues, such as how Codex texts and WHO recommendations are used at WTO, to the attention of the Commission and its Committees. While we totally support the chair’s right to rule out of order and discourage interventions by any members or observers that serve to advance or protect commercial interests over health and fairness in trade that the Commission is mandated to advance. However, establishing obstacles to the participation of civil society organizations would be a backward step that will result in ill-informed policies, especially where public health and child protection are concerned.

If changes are to be made to minimize, the role of Observers, these should be proposed as amendments to the Procedural Manual and the impact of such changes on the legitimacy of Codex standards (according to the WTO requirements for openness, etc.) properly evaluated.  
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Codex terminology should be consistent: Because of a lack of attention to COI safeguards and scientific rigour, the infant formula and follow-up formulas standards have four references to the meaningless term ‘history of safe use’ – a term that industry has used for decades to establish trust in their products and new ingredients.

Tackling Ultra-Processed products. Following the One Health Approach, Codex will have to address the problem of Ultra-processed products. This will necessitate a fundamental shift in power and exercise extreme caution regarding the adoption of any standard relating to the safety, ingredients, labelling, marketing and global trade of these products.  